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ABSTRACT

An invalid mobile cart with enclosure (10) having a cart (12)
which has a cart top (12T), cart bottom (12A), cart left
(12L), cart right (12R), cart front (12F), cart back (12B), at
least one cart front wheel, cart rear right wheel (12DRR) and
cart rear left wheel (not shown) rotatably and extending
downwardly from the cart bottom (12A). At least one wheel
is connected to a motor (not shown). A transparent or
translucent enclosure (14) is securely mounted on the cart
top (12T). The enclosure (14) has an enclosure housing
(14A) having a enclosure left door (14L) and enclosure right
door (14R) hingeably connected thereto. A steering/control
(16) means is positioned on the cart top (12T) at the cart
front (12F). The steering/control (16) has a steering/control
wheel (16A) connected to a steering/control column (16B)
which is connected to the at least one cart front wheel and
the motor. A support (18) positioned on the cart top (12T) at
the cart back (12B). The support (18) has a butt support
(18A) connected to a top distal end of a lower support (18L)
which is securely attached to the cart top (12T). The lower
support (18L) rigidly holds a user's legs (20C).
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INVALID MOBILE CART WITH ENCLOSURE
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
[0001]

1. Field of the Invention

[0012] Innovations within the prior art are rapidly being
exploited in the field of invalid accessories.
[0013] The present invention went contrary to the teaching
of the art which describes and claims mobile sit down carts.

[0002] The present invention relates to a device for selftransporting invalids. More particularly, the present invention relates to an invalid cart with enclosure.

[0014] The present invention solved a long felt need for a
mobile cart that allows an invalid to stand upright with the
associated supports.

[0003] 2. Description of the Prior Art

[0015] A synergistic effect was produced utilizing the
present invention due to the following facts and results from
experimentation: the upright position increased blood circulation in the invalid reducing the occurrence of bed sores
and clotting problems.

[0004] Numerous innovations for an invalid carts have
been provided in the prior art that are described as follows.
Even though these innovations may be suitable for the
specific individual purposes to which they address, they
differ from the present invention as hereinafter contrasted.
[0005] In U.S. Pat. No. 5,265,689, invented by, Kauffmann, titled, Prosthetic device for lifting and lowering a
person thereon, a prosthetic device operable by a handicapped user of the device for physically lifting and lowering
the user's body to and supporting the user's body in an
upright standing position and a sitting position. The disclosed prosthetic embodiments are motorized wheel chairs.
[0006] In U.S. Pat. No. 4,623,194, invented by, Pillot,
titled, Body-supporting device for wheelchair for handicapped person comprising a structure allowing an upright
position, a body-supporting device for wheelchair for handicapped person is characterized in that it comprises: a first set
of means comprising two rigid segments, each mounted on
the backrest by an articulated system which blocks the
segment in a vertical orientation as armrest or horizontal
orientation asthoracic half-belt, and a second set of means
comprising two cradel elements adapted to be immobilized
in the same horizontal plane in alignment to form open leg
guards fitting over the front of the subject's legs. The
invention is applicable to wheelchairs.
[0007] The patented inventions differ from the present
invention because the patented inventions lack the following
functional features depicted in the invention: butt rest and
back support with lower extremity harness apparatus to hold
person in upright position; narrow entrance with front openable doors; steering column and apparatus; movable cart
similar to a lawn mower with electric motor; and optional
accessories such as grocery bag holder.
[0008] Numerous innovations for an invalid cart have
been provided in the prior art that are adapted to be used.
Even though these innovations may be suitable for the
specific individual purposes to which they address, they
would not be suitable for the purposes of the present
invention as heretofore described.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
[0009] The present invention relates to a device for selftransporting invalids. More particularly, the present invention relates to an invalid cart with enclosure.

[0016] Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention
to provide an invalid mobile cart with enclosure having a
cart, enclosure, steering/control, and support.
[0017] More particularly, it is an object of the present
invention to provide the cart having a cart top, cart bottom,
cart left, cart right, cart front, cart back, cart front right
wheel, cart front left wheel, cart rear right wheel, and cart
rear left wheel.
[0018] In keeping with these objects, and with others
which will become apparent hereinafter, one feature of the
present invention resides, briefly stated, in the enclosure
having an enclosure housing, enclosure left door, and enclosure right door.
[0019] When the invention, steering/control is designed in
accordance with the present, it has a steering/control wheel
and steering/control column.
[0020] In accordance with another feature of the present
invention, the support has a butt support, lower support, and
upper support.
[0021] The novel features which are considered characteristic for the invention are set forth in the appended claims.
The invention itself, however, both as to its construction and
its method of operation, together with additional objects and
advantages thereof, will be best understood from the following description of the specific embodiments when read
and understood in connection with the accompanying drawings.
List of Reference Numerals Utilized in the
Drawings
[0022]

10—invalid mobile cart with enclosure (10)

[0023]

12—cart (12)

[0024]

12T- cart top (12T)

[0025]

12A- cart bottom (12A)

[0026]

12L- cart left (12L)

[0027]

12R- cart right (12R)

[0028]

12F- zart front (12F)

[0010] The types of problems encountered in the prior art
are that invalid carts lack the support means for persons with
severe handicaps.

[0029]

12B- cart back (12B)

[0030]

12DFR—cart front right wheel (12DFR)

[0011] In the prior art, unsuccessful attempts to solve this
problem were attempted namely: sit down carts. However,
the problem was solved by the present invention because in
included support means for a person in an upright position.

[0031]

12DFL—cart front left wheel (12DFL)

[0032]

12DRR- cart rear right wheel (12DRR)

[0033]

12DRL- :art rear left wheel (not shown)
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[0034]

14—enclosure (14)

[0035]

14A—enclosure housing (14A)

[0036]

14L—enclosure left door (14L)

[0037]

14R—enclosure right door (14R)

[0038]

16—steering/control (16)

[0039]

16A—steering/control wheel (16A)

[0040]

16B—steering/control column (16B)

[0041]

18—support (18)

[0042]

18A—butt support (18A)

[0043]

18L—lower support (18L)

[0044]

18U—upper support (18U)

[0045] 20—user (20)
[0046] 20A—user's head (20A)
[0047] 20B—user's back (20B)
[0048] 20C—user's legs (20C)
[0049] 20L—user's left arm (20L)
[0050] 20R—user's right arm (20R)
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
[0051] FIG. 1 is a right side view of an invalid mobile cart
with enclosure (10).
[0052] FIG. 2 is a front view of an invalid mobile cart with
enclosure (10).
[0053] FIG. 3 is a front-left view of an invalid mobile cart
with enclosure (10).
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT
[0054] Referring to FIG. 1 which is a right side view of an
invalid mobile cart with enclosure (10) comprising a cart
(12) which comprises a cart top (12T), cart bottom (12A),
cart left (12L), cart right (12R), cart front (12F), cart back
(12B), at least one cart front wheel, cart rear right wheel
(12DRR) and cart rear left wheel (not shown) rotatably and
extending downwardly from the cart bottom (12A). At least
one wheel is connected to a motor (not shown). The at least
one cart front wheel preferably comprises a cart front right
wheel (12DFR) and a cart front left wheel (12DFL) connected to the steering/control column (16B).
[0055] The invalid mobile cart (10) further comprises a
transparent or translucent enclosure (14) is securely
mounted on the cart top (12T). The enclosure (14) comprises
an enclosure housing (14A) having a enclosure left door
(14L) and enclosure right door (14R) hingeably connected
thereto. (Refer to FIG. 2) The enclosure (14) is preferably
manufactured from plexiglass or lexan(TM).
[0056] The invalid mobile cart (10) further comprises a
steering/control (16) means positioned on the cart top (12T)
at the cart front (12F). The steering/control (16) comprises
a steering/control wheel (16A) connected to a steering/
control column (16B) which is connected to the at least one
cart front wheel and the motor. (Refer to FIG. 3)
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[0057] The invalid mobile cart (10) further comprises a
support (18) which functions to hold a user (20) in an upright
position. The support (18) is positioned on the cart top (12T)
at the cart back (12B). The support (18) comprises a butt
support (18A) connected to a top distal end of a lower
support (18L) which is securely attached to the cart top
(12T). The lower support (18L) rigidly holds a user's legs
(20C). the support (18) preferably further comprises an
upper support (18U) securely fasted to and extending
upwardly from the lower support (18L) functioning to hold
a user's head (20A) and user's back (20B) in an upright
position.
[0058] It will be understood that each of the elements
described above, or two or more together, may also find a
useful application in other types of constructions differing
from the type described above.
[0059] While the invention has been illustrated and
described as embodied in an invalid cart, it is not intended
to be limited to the details shown, since it will be understood
that various omissions, modifications, substitutions and
changes in the forms and details of the device illustrated and
in its operation can be made by those skilled in the art
without departing in any way from the spirit of the present
invention.
[0060] Without further analysis, the foregoing will so fully
reveal the gist of the present invention that others can, by
applying current knowledge, readily adapt it for various
applications without omitting features that, from the standpoint of prior art, fairly constitute essential characteristics of
the generic or specific aspects of this invention.
What is claimed is:
1. An invalid mobile cart with enclosure (10) comprising;
A) a cart (12) which comprises a cart top (12T), cart
bottom (12A), cart left (12L), cart right (12R), cart
front (12F), cart back (12B), at least one cart front
wheel, cart rear right wheel (12DRR) and cart rear left
wheel rotatably and extending downwardly from the
cart bottom (12A), at least one wheel is connected to a
motor;
B) a transparent or translucent enclosure (14) is securely
mounted on the cart top (12T), the enclosure (14)
comprises an enclosure housing (14A) having a enclosure left door (14L) and enclosure right door (14R)
hingeably connected thereto;
C) a steering/control (16) means positioned on the cart top
(12T) at the cart front (12F), the steering/control (16)
comprises a steering/control wheel (16A) connected to
a steering/control column (16B) which is connected to
the at least one cart front wheel and the motor; and
D) a support (18) positioned on the cart top (12T) at the
cart back (12B), the support (18) comprises a butt
support (18A) connected to a top distal end of a lower
support (18L) which is securely attached to the cart top
(12T), the lower support (18L) rigidly holds a user's
legs (20C).
2. The invalid mobile cart with enclosure (10) as
described in claim 1, wherein the at least one cart front
wheel comprises a cart front right wheel (12DFR) and a cart
front left wheel (12DFL) connected to the steering/control
column (16B).
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3. The invalid mobile cart with enclosure (10) as
described in claim 1, wherein the enclosure (14) is manufactured from plexiglass or lexan(TM).
4. The invalid mobile cart with enclosure (10) as
described in claim 1, wherein the support (18) further
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comprises an upper support (18U) securely fasted to and
extending upwardly from the lower support (18L) functioning to hold a user's head (20A) and user's back (20B) in an
upright position.

